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Introduction: LaCoO3
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Method: DMFT for hard-core bosons

Theory: attractive bosonic Hubbard model

Susceptibility Co3+(3d6): atomic picture

Experiment 

LS to HS thermal transition Co3+ in atomic picture?

vs Theory 
Tomiyasu et al. PRL 119, 196402 (2017)
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Excitonic picture: mobility of IS

Co3+(3d6): excitonic pictureMobility of intermediate spin

■  Large dispersion of IS  
■  Two IS excitons into one HS    
    exciton (immobile bi-exciton)  
■  Strong attractive V in LaCoO3

Messages 

Attractive bosonic Hubbard model

LS

IS? HS?
Low spin 
(LS: S=0)

Intermediate 
(IS: S=1)

High spin 
(HS: S=2)

Broken sum rule of spectrum

BDMFT: Anderson impurity model Hardcore constraint (HC)

Green function for HC bosons

Definition of rescaling factor Γ

Result: calculation under spin-state order 

 Application of HB-DMFT to a realistic model of LaCoO3 1) including full IS 
degrees of freedom and 2) extracting parameters from ab-initio calculation

Future work 

2D 2-flavor Hubbard model

Spin-state order appears by the on-site attraction V (HS excitation)?
Question

Occupation vs attraction V Spectral density (with HC)

Messages 

Self energy (atomic model)

• Self energy ill-defined with HC 
• Numerical difficulty for achieving 

DMFT self-consistent condition

• Use Dyson-Mori form of the GF 
• Apply HC to the CT-QMC solver for     
   auxiliary Anderson impurity model

 Problem on HB-DMFT: Solution for this problem:
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Dynamic and kinematic HC constraint  
act in different Hilbert space
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Break the sum rule

anomalous behavior 
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Ĥ =

On-site energy

On-site energy

IS exciton has 3 flavors: 
|xy⟩, |yz⟩, |zx⟩ 

propagating in each plane

■  No experimental evidence of  
    HS-LS long-range ordering  
■  Spin-state transition beyond    
    the atomic picture
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LS IS HSA. Sotnikov et al. Sci. Rep. 6, 30510 (2016)

(Fixed: β = 40 eV-1, t = 0.116 eV, εIS = 0.34 eV)

vacuum one exciton bi-exciton

IS(T1g) exciton HS(T2g) bi-exciton
eg electron

t2g  

hole

ISxz

Propagate in zx plane

ISxz ISyz HSz

E = 2ϵIS E = ϵHS = 2ϵIS − V

Strong attractive interaction
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|xy〉
|yz〉
|zx〉 ■  SSO appears spontaneously by V 

■  Explicit HC corresponds to U → ∞
■  Our methodology for HB-DMFT is 

implemented properly
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K. Asai et al. JPSJ 67 290 (1988)
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IS (3T1) : 340meV

HS (5T2) : 50meV

IS (3T2) : 600meV
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FIG. 1. The experimental RIXS intensities for selected q =
(0, 0, qc ) measured at (a) 20 K, (b) 70 K, and (c) 150 K. (d) Tempera-
ture dependence at qc = 0.92π . Two distinct features located at 200–
500 and 800 meV correspond to the 3T1g and 3T2g IS excitations [29],
respectively. The experimental geometry and the definition of angle
ϕ are illustrated in the inset. (e) The peak position of the 3T1g IS
excitation obtained by the fitting analysis, see SM [30]. (f) Compar-
ison at 20 K between theory (color map), present RIXS data with
#E = 25 meV (white), and previous RIXS data with #E = 90 meV
(gray) [29]. (g) Sketch of the excitonic scenario: the atomic-level
energies and the IS dispersion on the LS background.

II. EXPERIMENT

Co L3-edge RIXS was measured on the beamline ID32
at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) [31].
The energy resolution #E was 25 meV. We recorded RIXS
spectra at 20, 70, and 150 K. Note that 20 K (150 K)
is well below (above) the spin-state crossover temperature
of 80–100 K. The experimental geometry is illustrated in
Fig. 1. The RIXS measurements were carried out in the bc
scattering plane by rotating the sample around the a axis,
with linearly polarized x-rays (vertical to the bc scattering
plane). The sample normal is aligned to the c axis of the
(pseudo) cubic crystal with the lattice constant acub ≈ 3.83
Å. In this setup, we can measure a momentum transfer of
q = (0, 0, qc)/acub. Hereafter, acub is omitted for simplicity.
The x-ray wavelength at the Co L3 edge in LaCoO3 (≈15.9 Å)
determines the accessible |q| values. The spectra were taken at
ϕ = 115◦, 90◦, and 35◦, corresponding to q = (0, 0, 0.52π ),
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FIG. 2. Sketch of the IS exciton (ISx,y, ellipses correspond to the
charge distribution) propagation on the LS (black circles) and the for-
mation of the immobile HS biexciton (HSz). ISx (ISy) excitons with
the dyz ⊗ dy2−z2 (dzx ⊗ dz2−x2 ) character in the IS (3T1g) manifolds
propagate in the yz (xz) plane [27,29,32]. ISz exciton (not shown)
with the dxy ⊗ dx2−y2 character propagates in the xy plane. The HS
biexciton can be formed (melted) by (into) two IS excitons via the
local attractive interaction between IS excitons.

(0, 0, 0.68π ), and (0, 0, 0.92π ), respectively. Details of the
sample preparation and the data analysis including fitting can
be found in the Supplemental Material (SM) [30].

Our main observations are summarized in Fig. 1. The
RIXS spectra exhibit low-energy features observed in
previous studies [28,29]. At 20 K, we observe a clear dis-
persion of the peak in 0.2–0.5 eV range that was assigned
to the IS (3T1g) excitation [28,29]. The HS (5T2g) excitation
observed below 0.1 eV shows no dispersion. The IS dispersion
is consistent with the theory and experiment of Ref. [29], see
Fig. 1(f), with substantially reduced error bars, provided by
the present high energy resolution. Increasing the temperature
above 100 K leads to a distinct narrowing and smearing of
the dispersive feature, see Figs. 1(b)–1(e). Other spectroscopic
studies [7,28] indicated growing concentration of HS excita-
tions with temperature, while the system remains a spatially
uniform insulator. Thus theoretical modeling of the heating
effect on the dispersive IS excitations is a challenge that we
address next.

III. THEORY

An efficient description of the insulating LaCoO3 is pro-
vided by a low-energy effective model of the LS ground
state and its bosonic IS and HS excitations. Such a model
was constructed in Ref. [29] starting from density-functional
theory. Despite substantial simplification, the bosonic model
poses a strongly interacting problem, except for the lowest
temperatures T ≈ 0, where thermal excitations vanish and the
interactions between them does not matter. The RIXS final
state at T ≈ 0 is a single IS (or HS) state excited on the LS
lattice, a state that can be described with a generalized linear
spin-wave theory [29]; see Fig. 1(f).

At elevated temperatures, the strongly interacting exci-
tations must be taken into account. A direct treatment of
the model of Ref. [29] with 24 states per each Co atom is
technically hopeless and obscuring the key physics. Therefore
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Hard-core bosonic DMFT study on spin-state transition in LaCoO3

We study spin-state transition in LaCoO3 using ‘bosonic’ dynamical mean field theory (B-DMFT). The spin excitations of LaCoO3 can be viewed as a collection of mobile 
spin-triplet excitons which obey a hard-core (HC) constraint. One-particle DMFT self-energy is ill-defined in the HC constraint, leading a numerical difficulty to achieve a 
DMFT self-consistent condition. To solve this, 1) we adopt a Dyson-Mori formalism in computing the self-energy and 2) develop a continuous-time quantum Monte Carlo 
impurity numerical solver implementing a broken commutation relation by the HC constraint. To test our methodology for HB-DMFT, we calculate a phase diagram of two-
dimensional two-band Hubbard model, allowing a staggered order of boson densities that corresponds to a spin-state order (SSO) in the electronic system. We discuss a 
future plan for an application of the HB-DMFT method to a more realistic model of LaCoO3. 
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